Welcome Message

Aspiring to study abroad always needs a supplementation of professional guidance and consultation to achieve their goals without any hindrance. Eklavya Overseas welcomes you to an organisation where professionals have gathered to help students who want to study abroad. Our major aim is to give you the opportunity to study the best possible course in the best possible university and get the best scope for a flourishing career. We counsel our students in terms of courses and universities to select from and also support them through all formalities until their whole admission process is completed and they are a part of their dream institution. There are many formalities that go into studying in a foreign country. Our trained staff members help you to go through these formalities and understand the smallest details of foreign education. The students often are confused with the many rules and regulations of foreign education and that is where we guide them and solve their problems. Our top priority is the requirement of our students and we formulate all our plans and programmes accordingly.

About Eklavya Overseas

We at Eklavya Overseas are dedicated to get our students through the best courses in the best universities and in the best countries. For more than six years we have been training students and helping them to study abroad in different countries. Students who seek our guidance are helped by trained counsellors at Eklavya Overseas, from general proficiency tests to individual admission tests of different universities and countries.

We also guide our students to choose an apt career through our career counselling. We do not want our students to make bad choices when it comes to their career and studying abroad. We also brief our students on their needs of financial planning and make sure they interact with former students of the institution they are willing to go to. We also mentally prepare our students about the geography, culture, weather and transportation and hostel facilities of the country that they go to, to pursue their higher education.
Why Eklavya Overseas

Commitment
The numbers of applications registered by foreign universities are in thousands; however, very few out of these applicants actually get the opportunity to study in these universities. When a candidate decides to study abroad there are multiple factors on which his success depends. After looking up universities and choosing their subjects the candidates must often appear for multiple examinations. From language proficiency tests to general proficiency tests or individual admission tests, the candidate has to go through all these hurdles. Even when a candidate has passed these hurdles they have to apply for visa, find hostel accommodation, submit admission fees, plan their finances, etc. Once a candidate has entrusted things in us we guide them through the whole process and increase their success rate exponentially.

Transparency
Even after admission test coaching, as guides our responsibility does not end there. We at Eklavya Overseas are transparent about our services, fees and the areas which will be covered in our services. We make sure that we know everything about our students so that we can get them the best possible course at a reputable university. Once a student signs up with us it is our highest priority to get the student into a reputable institution according to his/her personal ambitions.

Budget Friendly
One of the most daunting things about studying abroad is budget. We help you keep track of all the available scholarships for your preferred course and universities. We help our student’s shortlist universities and courses according to their budget so that they can get through the application process quicker.

Vast Experience
For many years now, we have been guiding students who aspire to study abroad into different institutions in different countries for a variety of courses. After all these years of experience we have forged vital connections with universities all over the world which in turn help serve our new students with their well earned experience.
Study Abroad

**AUSTRALIA** – Popular courses in Australian Universities are MBA, medicine and allied subjects, accounting and information technology.

**BULGARIA** – Popular courses in Bulgarian Universities are business and management, finance and financial regulation, biomedical engineering and computer science.

**CANADA** – Best courses in Canada are engineering, hospitality, business management, pharmacy and information technology.

**DUBAI** – Dubai is famous for MBA courses and HR courses. The universities also provide professional training for specific fields.

**FRANCE** – France is famous for its art and fashion courses. Subjects like international business and food technology are also well addressed in universities.

**IRELAND** – The top courses in Ireland are business and management, agriculture and environment, medicine, social science, IT and hotel management and tourism.

**ITALY** – The best courses are art and art history, wine studies, food and music and communication.

**NEW ZEALAND** – New Zealand is well sought after for animation, graphic designing, information technology, engineering and lab technology.

**SWITZERLAND** – Among the best subjects taught in the country are economics and administration, business, engineering and technology, sports, food and energy and natural sciences.

**SINGAPORE** – Best courses are international baccalaureate, management, aviation, finance, management, information technology, biotech and accounting.

**SPAIN** – Amongst the best subjects taught in the country are law, history, language, marketing and finance, visual arts and hospitality management.

**U.K.** – English Literature, nursing, medicine, nanotechnology, information technology, MBA, chemical engineering and computing arts.

**U.S.A** – Best courses include English, business and management, information science, computing, psychology and biology, etc.

**PHILIPPINES** – medicine and other health management courses, hotel management, banking and finance and engineering are the most popular courses.

Russia – best courses in Russia are engineering and medicine.

**UKRAINE** – top courses are medicine and nursing, pharmacy and engineering and management.

**CHINA** – MBBS in China is cost effective and reputed. Other major courses are international economics, computer science and technology, business administration, engineering and architecture.

**POLAND** – Poland is mainly known for law, medical studies and architecture courses.

**GEORGIA** – Best courses are MBBS, MBA, culinary science, etc.

**FINLAND** – Geology and geography, biotechnology, biology, economics and European Studies, etc.

**AUSTRIA** – Philosophy, European studies, economics, business and law are some of the best courses taught in the country.

**NORWAY** – Universities in Norway are famous for art and design, business and humanities.

**GERMANY** – Engineering courses are the best in Germany. Other sought after courses are philosophy, agriculture, medicine, performing arts and mathematics.

**SWEDEN** – Business and management, accounting, hospitality, engineering and animal studies are amongst the top courses.

**KYRGYZSTAN** – MBBS, nursing, pharmacy, east European studies and Russian studies are the top courses.
Why Study MBBS Abroad?

√ Due to advanced Medical science in foreign Countries, Students have better Opportunities to Learn from.
√ They have an integrated syllabi and training Courses.
√ The Universities also have famous practitioners as visiting professors from all over the world.
√ Students have an Opportunity to practice and learn in the best Hospitals and nursing Homes.
√ Students get used to using the latest and most updated infrastructures of Medical science available.
√ They meet greater opportunity to take part in research work of great Importance.
√ College life in foreign countries offers far more satisfaction.
√ More income from jobs.
√ Foreign MBBS graduates get more pay and respect in India too.
√ The Courses are made more interesting with lots of seminars, projects and internships to keep the Students well interested.
Why Study B.Tech Abroad?

- Countries abroad have better technology and progress faster.
- Syllabus is well updated and in sync with latest developments.
- Courses are quite affordable.
- Opportunities for internships and part time jobs are ample.
- Better paying jobs for B.tech students abroad.
- Better job opportunities in India.
- Specialization courses are far better in universities abroad.
- An enjoyable and relaxed life with fixed work hours.
- Better practical knowledge because of an integrated course.
- Chances of higher education or fetching jobs in the same country are higher abroad.
Why Study MBA in Abroad?

- Opportunities for better specialised courses.
- Reasonable tuition fees.
- Well developed infrastructure.
- No language barriers in most countries as they teach in English.
- Working conditions and provisions are much better.
- The jobs pay much higher.
- Students become more revered practitioners in Practical Management.
- Teachers follow the latest developments in Management teaching.
- Students learn a great deal from the international seminars and conferences held at these universities where industry experts deliver lectures.
- To become a member of the Top MBA University that has nurtured many Management professionals and gives both advantages and an edge over others.
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